
Initiation Hint File



Corinthians

1. Look closely at this passage and see if there is anything that stands out. It is NOT

the italicized words.

2. There are dots under some of the letters in this passage.

3. Use the letters with the dots under them. Follow the text as if you were reading

it. The message you get will start with “the broken…”



Gold Chain
1. You will need to have solved the puzzle in the Corinthians passage first.

2. Use the message you get from the Corinthians passage to key you in on which

letters to use.

3. Start at the Corinthians’ charm and work your way around. Use the letters around

the broken links. You should get six letters that spell out a word.



Papa Luigi’s
1. You will need to use the alphabet for this puzzle. The paper that mentions “Papa

is just getting started for $7” has the clues you need to solve this puzzle.

2. “Papa is just getting started for $7” should point you to the  “Warm Spinach and

Artichoke Dip” which is the only starter for $7 on the Papa Luigi's menu. “Warm

Spinach and Artichoke Dip” has 26 letters just like the alphabet.

3. Write out  “Warm Spinach and Artichoke Dip” then write out the alphabet under

it. Translate the letters on the label sheet. Some letters will have more than one

option. You will need to choose the letter that makes the most sense and create

words. The message will start with “Turn from…”



Anderson Concrete
1. Use the back of the Anderson Concrete card with the letters on the back of the

Anderson Concrete invoice.

2. Line up the 1 and 2 so that they touch the letters in each of the pairings from the

card. Example: Line up the card so that the 1 touches A and 2 touches T.

3. Use the letter that the arrow points to for each pairing. The message will start

with “sul…”



3 of Hearts card
1. You will need to have solved the gold chain, Papa Luigi’s menu, and the

Anderson Concrete puzzles first.

2. Use the messages you get from the puzzles mentioned to fill in the blanks on the

card.

3. Once you have the card filled out, use it with the four numbers from the metal

box(The one above the letters tumblers, that have the faint red hearts around

them). You should get a four letter word.



“Is Your Heart Full?”
1. Use the weight of the hearts with the weight of each item/substance found inside

them.

2. Add the weight of each heart with its respective items, then put those numbers

on their respective lines.

Example: the gold chain weighs 1.09 ounces and the heart weighs 8.10 ounces. So

their total weight is 9.19 ounces. When you go to put these numbers in the blanks

on the top row you will fill them in as 0919.

3. The blanks that have 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th show you which numbers and the

order to use for the tumblers.



Metal Box Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the 3 of hearts card and the “Is your Heart Full?”

puzzles.



Heart Beat
1. Listen to the audio tape. ASH mentions several letters. These letters are written

on the cassette tape. ASH also mentions skipping a beat.

2. Line up the lines on the heartbeat strip of paper with the lines on the heart paper.

Make note of which group of letters matches with the skipped beat.

3. Looking at the letters on the tape, remove the letters that match with the ones

from the skipped beat. You will get five letters, they are in the correct order

already. The name you get is one you most likely won’t know as it is an

uncommon name.



Angels and Lot’s Family Order
1. This is a logic order puzzle, read the directions carefully so that you can place the

person(letter) in the correct order.

2. The answer from this will give you a location.



Location Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the Heartbeat puzzle and the Angels and Lot’s

Family Order puzzle before you can do this.



First Strike Areas
1. You will need to find the 2x2 area with the highest population. Make sure you

follow the instructions, look for events that might change the amounts, and go

back and read ASH’s letter from the beginning.

2. The event you are looking for is on the back of the newspaper.

3. The letters you get will NOT make a word.



Second Strike Areas/ Flame Puzzle
1. You will need to look at the messages written on the back of the polaroid photos.

They mention things about stars, moons, and suns.

2. Use the messages from the polaroids with the four words found on the items Phil

gives you, (the newspaper, the bible tract, the graffiti, and the letter).

3. The suns indicate that the letters are in the correct position. This will give you

E_I_. Use the stars to figure out which letters are also the correct letters, but

remember that the stars indicate that they are in the wrong spot.



Pews and Hymnals
1. Use the pews and hymnals with the message board.

2. There are ten rows of pews and ten lines on the message board. There are 14

hymnals/blank spaces in each row of pews and there are 14 letters in each row on

the message board.

3. Use the letters that match up with the blank space in the pews. The message you

get will start with “press the …”



Shepherds Sermon/Organ
1. Read the sermon and pay close attention to how the sheep are marked. You will

use this with the organ.

2. Divide the keys on the organ like the sheep, into 3 groups of 12.

3. Below is an image showing how to mark the keys.





Third Strike Areas
1. You will need to get the organ unlocked before you can do this puzzle.

2. In the organ unlock ASH mentions four areas he will attack.



Call Phil Unlock
1. You will need to have solved everything else before attempting this.

2. Once you know where ASH will strike you should be able to mark out 12 of the 15

areas on the map, leaving you with three safe locations.


